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February 2006
Tag Yields First Look into Dolphin Behavior
Captain Howard Moseley’s charter boat Tag Team, with the
assistance of mate Tim Schryver, deployed the Study’s first
archival pop-off satellite tag in a 25 pound (est.) bull dolphin
off Charleston, South Carolina on June 4th. The archival tag
recorded water temperature, pressure, light level and time of
day every 3 to 4 minutes for the next 10 days. At this point in
time the tag floated to the surface and began downloading
data via the Argos Satellite System. The tag was programmed
to remain with the fish for 30 days and it is not clear why the
tag surfaced early.
The tag transmitted data on 2,500 readings of depth and
temperature along with time that the reading was taken. This
is the first time science has captured hard data on the
temperature and water depth used by dolphin. This is
extremely valuable information needed to begin defining the
critical habitat for the species.
Looking at the data, the very first thing that jumps out is the
amount of time spent at 30m (98 feet) or more. Fishermen
have always perceived dolphin as a surface fish but now we
see that it actually spends more time at depths than the
surface. This could explain those beautiful weed lines that
fishermen encounter that are void of dolphin but should be
holding fish.
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The top graph depicts the vertical water column movements
of a bull dolphin while the lower graph reflects the water
temperatures that it occupied throughout the day of June 7,
2006.

Data from the tag shows these fish to use far more of the
water column than previously suspected. The fish was
observed to commonly visit depths of 50m (164 feet) with the
deepest dive descending to an amazing 74m (243 feet). Deep
dives, below 50m, occurred just as frequently during daylight
hours as at night.
Another behavior pattern exhibited by this fish related to
time spent at the surface. During the 10 day track, this bull
made more trips to and spent more time at the surface during
daylight hours than during the night. One has to wonder if
this behavior was related to feeding, predator avoidance or
something else entirely.
The temperatures which this fish occupied were just as
amazing, especially since it was tagged in June when the
Shelf and Gulf Stream waters are considered warm. The fish
spent most of it’s time in waters that were 73.4 oF to 77. oF.
However, during some of its dives it would enter waters of 67
o
F. The highest water temperatures noted, 85o F, were during
periods when the fish visited the surface.
This one fish, tracked for less than 10 days, has given us an
amazing look into the life of dolphin. We now know they will
dive at least as deep as 240 feet and will utilize waters that
vary as much as 18o F. But this is just one fish and a large
bull at that. We have no way of knowing if this one small
snapshot of dolphin behavior is typical for the species.
Subsequently, this information can not be used by science to
describe all dolphin. Many more satellite tags need to be
deployed on dolphin in different areas along the US east coast
to really gain a true understanding of this amazing fish’s
behavior.

Do you want to see this study continue?
You can help. See page 2.
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SC Dolphin Tagging Study Accomplishments
1.

Acquired the largest time-location data base on
almost 5,000 occurrences of dolphin fish.
2. Involved over 700 anglers and 290 different boats in
tagging dolphin.
3. Tracked the movements of more than 100 fish along
the US eastern seaboard.
4. Documented that dolphin found in the Florida Straits
will travel to the waters off the northern MidAtlantic Bight.
5. Recorded the first documented travel of a dolphin
from the southeastern Bahamas Bank to the US east
coast waters.
6. Recorded the first documented movement of east
coast dolphin traveling into the eastern Atlantic
Ocean and the western Caribbean Sea.
7. Recorded the first recovery of a tagged pompano
dolphin in US territorial waters.
8. Documented that dolphin fish can travel as much as
90 to 130 miles in one day.
9. Acquired the first real-time water depth and
temperature track for a free roaming dolphin fish.
10. Secured the first known photographic
documentation of a mottled yellow-brown
camouflage color pattern on Atlantic dolphin.

No Federal Funds Available for Dolphin Study
Regardless of high recommendations by top fishery
managers and leading fishery scientists with NOAA or the
strong support by recreational fishermen, the NOAA
Fisheries chose not to provide funding for the study under its
MARFIN or Cooperative Research Program Grants. Funding
for these research programs was severely cut by congress this
year. A positive note from this was that the project did
receive high scores for technical quality and merit of research
from a panel of leading fishery managers and researchers.
While the SC DNR strongly supports the continuation of
this study and generously funded the initial study; it can no
longer provide the financial support needed to conduct the
research. This leaves the highly successful study with two
options. The first is to throw in the towel and walk away, but
this is not what many anglers want to see happen. The
alternative is that I take on this study privately with funding
coming from recreational fishermen and associated industry.
As of April 2006, I would be able to take on this study as a
private individual. However, I cannot afford to conduct this
study on a gratis basis. If sufficient funds are donated in
support of the study by mid-March 2006 to cover the initial
start-up costs, then I would gamble that additional funding
would be generated to operate it for the remainder of the year.
A sum of $12,000 is needed by mid-March to provide for
the immediate startup costs of the project. An additional
$45,000 would be needed to support the project for the
remainder of the year. As fisheries research studies go, this is
a very low budget for a project of this magnitude.
The study would be conducted through Cooperative
Science Services, LLC (CSS, LLC) of Charleston, SC, a
research and consulting business I have just formed. The new
dolphin study would be operated in the same manners that it
has been for the last four years, except without government
involvement. This would truly make it a research program by
the fishermen.
If you are interested in seeing this study continue, then
your help is needed to secure financial support. Fishing clubs,
fishing industry representatives or individuals who are
interested in supporting the study should contact CSS at 961
Anchor Rd., Charleston, SC 29412 (843) 795-5630.
The success which this study has enjoyed over the years
rests squarely with you, the sports fishermen. It has been
through your dedicated efforts and sacrifices that dolphin
were tagged from Key West to Nantucket Island, in the
Bahamas and even in the Gulf of Mexico. Now the future of
this study is in your hands.

Read the first results of the Tagging Study in
January/February Issue of The Big Game Fishing
Journal on your news stand now.

Additional Information Needs
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

What route(s) is used in fall and winter to return south?
What area(s) of the western central Atlantic serve as
wintering grounds for East coast dolphin stocks?
How does changes in the Gulf Stream flow effect
dolphin occurrence and movements.
How closely allied is the abundance of Sargassum and
the abundance of dolphin?
What are the range of water depths and temperatures
used by dolphin off the US East coast?
Is there a pattern(s) to the diurnal/nocturnal use of
surface waters?
Does vertical movement behavior and temperature
selection differ between fish in the Mid-Atlantic Bight
and fish south of Cape Hatteras?

New Web Address
For more information on the project, visit
http://www.dolphintagging.com or contact
Donald L. Hammond
Office of Fisheries Management
Marine Resources Division
SC Department of Natural Resources
P. O. Box 12559
Charleston, SC 29422
Voice (843) 953-9847
Email hammondd @mrd.dnr.state.sc.us

